CHAPTER – 38
PRICING SYSTEM OF COMMODITIES
Prices play a dominant role in guiding the pace of the economy to larger ranges in
populations. Prices should be bearable to economic understandings such that we can guide the course
of the economy at a reasonable pace and to stable origins in the society. Pricing system of
commodities is to a greater extent a proportional measurement such that we maintain recourse to
understandings with all range of commodities in the markets. The prices change proportionally when
the price of a particular commodity is increased as it affects other commodities and this leads to true
understanding of the product in market terminology. The prices are maintained to stable origins when
the clause of the commodity is truly identified in understanding with other range of products. Serially
increasing the prices of the entire gamut of commodities will be a devastating clause for the economy
and this would be detrimental to the economic process. Pricing system of commodities although
maintained on the right course by the true understanding of the product yet there are reasons which
make for rise and fall in the prices of the commodities. Pricing system of commodities is reflective of
the potential of the commodity which can entrust the economic process to larger ranges in populations
in full efficiency and vigor. The process of pricing a commodity has withstood a testimony of ages
and this proposition of pricing the commodities withstands in today’s world as well. Thus pricing
system is nothing but an understanding of the product in the economic processes which can yield to
stable origins in the society.

The processes of development play a vital role in shaping the pricing of the commodities. The
processes should yield in a suitable format such that the recourse to the developmental process is not
hindered by the pricing system of commodities prevailing at one time. Pricing system is by far a
reflection of the purchasing power of the populations such that economic processes should vitalize
when the prices of the commodities undergo change at one time. The reflection of change in prices by
the developmental process should be seen in terms of exploiting more efficiency from the process
which vitalizes the economic processes. We maintain recourse to pricing for the commodities to the
correct standards of the product at all times but then also the general layout of the prices is an
explanation sought on the purchasing ability of the public which can guide the economic processes to
true progress levels. The peculiarity of the pricing system of commodities is to harness the purchasing
ability of the people suited to channel the course of development on true and stable origins. The prices
prevailing in a country are but a reflection of the purchasing abilities of the people and this pricing
system can be widely varying across the globe in different countries. The recourse to development is
truly identified in purpose and lead to proper channeling of the resources is an essential component of

the pricing system. The whole exercise of the pricing system for the commodities is now open for
discussion in concrete terms which make for a stable recourse to developmental process.

Pricing system of commodities should reflect the potential of the economy to stable recourses
and to stable origins in the society. By stable recourses we understand the utility of the product in a
better way and by stable origins we demarcate the levels of benefits which can be accredited to the
populations. The pricing system at one time is reflective of the behavior of the population.

These behaviors identify the potential of the product to their benefit. Pricing system should be such
that it enhances the performances of the public and increases their resources such that new ventures of
growth are easily achievable. Therefore ingenuity of the public should guide the course of
development such that effective prices prevail in the markets. Pricing system is a direct reflection of
the purchasing power of the people thus to enhance purchasing power the developmental recourses
should be of stable origins. Pricing system should be such that it leads to savings for the people and
prove the developmental recourses as of stable origins. When there is provision of savings then new
ventures of growth are readily and easily accomplished. When there is smoothness in developmental
policies then there is no reason why the resources of the public would not increase. For stable prices
to prevail there should be a semblance of unity and trust in the people such that ventures of growth
easily accomplish their task. As and when stability of the societies is threatened pricing system is also
affected favorably. Thus there should be semblance of unity and trust in the public such that there is
no threat to developmental policies.

Proposition of developmental progress which discusses pricing should now be analyzed in
more concrete terms. A fundamental axiom of the developmental process for progress is identified in
terms of the quality manifesting the product. The fundamental axiom of the quality is that it exhibits
the potential of the product to withstand modern ways of living. For effective pricing system to take
shape quality of the product should be kept at stake while adjusting its price to new circumstances.
The modified quality manifestations of the product in the new circumstances should fetch improved
efficiency from the product such that we maintain the quality terms of development in concrete
terminology. A manifestation of the quality should be realized on the basis of efficiency it would
provide in new recourses such that we uphold the increase in price to reasonable levels. The improved
efficiency should remain a clause for increasing the price otherwise the price should not be increased.
Inflationary pressures on prices are surmountable if the quality of the product is kept at stake. By
referring to the quality system of pricing the commodity it will be possible to enhance the resources of

the public in general. By this way developmental icons would be truly realizable to the correct levels
and new ventures of growth would be easily accomplished.

Gross agenda for the pricing system is directly related to the political climate prevailing in the
country. Harsh rule of law for the pricing system is directly related to the advantages to be accredited
to its citizens. Unstable societal fold will not see business activities gaining in totality such that
unstable political system might not lead to stable prices in the markets. A free and just society with
practices of judging rights for the public will see business activities gaining in totality and general
ingenuity of the public will see stable prices in the markets. Thus developmental establishments of
industrial outfits should be located away from public recourses and under quality environment to
achieve maximum efficiency in the work culture. Control volume of a person is kept at stake while
judging pricing system of commodities under any political climate. Political system might curtail
rights of the people to gain in business such that it will lead to escalation of the prices in the markets.
Political system might not judge certain items of goods beneficial to the public and thus prevent
advantages to its folds.

A developmental policy engrossed in the fundamental axioms of carrying the purpose of growth
should be realized by the pricing system. Thus pricing system should manifest in such a form that we
realize the potential of the developmental policies to the fundamental axioms such as of poverty
alleviation proposals, employment needs and transformation in the social life of the people. For this
we need to realize true understanding of the product relative to other products of use and make a
stable recourse for progress by identifying the true potential of the growth procedures. The
advantageous prospects of the above views will strengthen the political system such that society will
remain in stable folds and henceforth allow business activities to channel smoothly. Possibilities
should be traced in open folds such that above parameters are easily satisfied. The whole purpose of
business activities is to satisfy the axioms of development.

As the process of growth advances over through the period of times the progressive horizons
are identified on new levels and this as such means that the countries which are developing may take
recourse to industrial processes which are carried out at a brisk pace. The process of growth can now
become an industrialization process in vast dimensions to fulfill the dreams of large populations.

Under this clout the developing nations face a huge escalation in prices as growth processes do not
remain commensurate with growth forecasting and economic achievements lack in the country. Wide
degenerative postures appear in the policies accompanying the planning process such that escalation
in itself is identified as the true potential of the economy and this hurts the growth levels in the
various strata of the populations. To identify the true potential of the economic process the
developmental forefront should be realized by referring to the pricing system in prevailing scenario
which makes for most of the wishes of most of the population. An exaggeration in pricing system is a
permanent setback for developmental recourses in the country and is against the natural philosophy of
development. A developmental process should be carried out for purpose and for identifying the true
needs of the mankind thus should not be realized as an obligation but as a service for the people. A
semblance of thought process should accompany the industrialization processes as to their viability in
international terms.

The extension of developmental processes should be identified with sub-domains of
progressive culture such as equality in social communities; scientific terms for development should be
used along with generating vigor in the public to adopt modern methods of work culture. The purpose
of growth should be realized as an extension of quality deterministically meant to be served to the
populations such that more stability to developmental processes generates more vigor in carrying the
developmental processes. The role of pricing system can now be realized in a more extended way
such that development will now become iconic with successfulness of pricing the commodity. The
pricing system should manifest itself as a true measure for accomplishments to the public and should
be realized as of serving through all range of populations. The improved developmental grounds are
an extension of quality folds manifesting themselves as stable recourses to the public which gives
more meaning to the recourses. Henceforth for achieving stable prices there should be uniformity in
developmental processes (in principle) such that there is always an enhanced range of customers
available for purchasing the goods. In turn it requires that skills of the people are developed widely
for facilitating purchasing of goods. The political climate should advocate wise principles amidst
public such that it helps in generating skills among public. Democratic setup with general ingenuity
among public will boost the morale of business activities and will keep the price rise under check.

Methodology of production processes plays a decisive role in determining the price of the
commodity. The entire reasons for pricing are located in the cost accompanying the production
processes along with the amount of material used in the produce of the commodity. For example if
assembly line production is the methodology then after the recovery of cost of the plant the

production will ease out the price for the commodity. On the other hand if manufacturing is done on
parts basis then entire gamut of production processes will account for the cost of the product. In the
latter case the commodity will be priced a fresh after each success of production as the prices will be
market controlled. The production process if it is consuming resources and materials then the cost will
definitely become market based. The assembly line production processes will ease the terms of
pricing the commodity if material usage is limited in amounts. The computers produce is by far easing
out the terms of pricing the computers mainly because of limited amount of resource usage and
adoption of assembly line production processes for the computers. The motorbikes manifest lot of
material resources thus their cost is always market controlled.

The volumes of sale also determine the cost of the product. The volumes if large and the
product identifies the attraction of the masses then its price will definitely become stable after a period
of time and will remain stable for long periods of times. The small volumes of sales of the product
always lead to pressures on the resources thus always leads to fluctuating price for the product. The
produce of the product will be maintained in high amounts if volumes of sales are large and if the cost
of the plant is recovered in an expected period of time then it will definitely ease out pricing policy for
the product. The recovery of the cost of the plant is vital for the pricing system of any commodity.

After particular stage of achievement in prices, new prices are envisaged on the amount of
mutual understanding in the public about the product on stage. Mutual understandings among people
should pave way for determining the rank and file of the product. Mutual understanding should pave
way for locating customers who are legally new to the world of products. Mutual understanding
should pave way for positive norms and procedures in societies such that there is all round
appreciation of the developmental policies. Prices should be settled by keeping in view the rank and
file of the product and degree of understanding of the product in the public.

Welfare state norms for pricing the commodities are easing out the terms for developmental
progress in a profound aptitude. For easing out the terms for progressive development requires that we
truly realize the potential of entire gamut of commodities to personal utility such that the source of
attraction of the commodities will decide the developmental grounds of the entire format of
development. The purpose and aim of development should be to identify the true potential of the
commodity which can be harnessed for development by suiting to the requirements of the public. The
purpose should be truly realizable to the needs in the entire gamut of associations of commodities as
of for personal requirements. Thus by in clause associations such that purpose is identified in the
populations we need to harness the potential board of purposes in board format for all of the strata’s
of the populations. The associations should next be in clause with rules for improvement in quality for

different strata of populations. For this viability should be located in scientific terminology such that
we lay grounds for stable recourses in the public. The welfare state norms for pricing are now truly
realizable in correct format such that we can serve the aptitudes of whole of the populations.

Welfare state norm demands that we serve the needs of the populations by improving quality
such that we chalk out strategies of stable recourses for all of the populations. This in turn means the
control volume of the person is kept on stake while judging the pricing of the commodities which can
harness the true potential of the economy to stable and well defined horizons. The welfare state norm
is to account for quality terms of development in entirety which needs validation of vast range of
processes which can be defined on dynamic stage with full accountability. The demarcation of needs
is to be seen in technical and non technical terms. The need should value quality terms for
development. The technical domain should harness the potential of the populations as of working by
coordinating the working aptitudes of the person. The technical processes should be coordinating
within a control volume of a person such that we harness optimum efficiency in work culture. This as
such means that production processes should involve wide range of thought process with ample
technical needs such that we develop a culture which can exploit the needs of the society in wide
ranging aptitudes. The aptitude of service is to be located into the choices which will provide solace to
the working people. The process of development will be fully accountable when the production
processes yield in efficiency and work out formalities which can be associated as of coordination
within a control volume of a person such that pricing becomes feasible for all of the commodities
while the quality term for development is dealt in detail.

The norm of welfare state demands quality inputs into the work culture which will lead to
coordination abilities in working domain from the usage of the commodities. The process of pricing
will be held appropriate only when quality improvement is a detail procedure amidst all range of
commodities and does not manifest itself as small measures in work culture. The issue of controlling
the prices will then extend to wide horizons such that we harness the true potential of the work culture
in scientific terminology. The aptitudes of work culture can be made extensive in present times by the
usage of computers which inhibit the potential to transform the aptitude of work culture to extensive
horizons. The pricing policy is suitable only when quality terms of development are extensive and
does not yield fruits when the quality terms of development are in meager measures. As argued the
terminology of quality for pricing the commodities is to be located into the benefits it will yield in
coordinating the working aptitude of various domains of work culture.

The benefits of welfare state norm in pricing the commodities come true in definite format
only when the purpose of quality improvement yields fruits and moreover provides a coordinating
work culture with the entire range of products in a control volume manifesting a person. The control
volume of a person is to be explained as the range of products of needs which are in clause with his
work aptitude. The process of development when it becomes extensive then the aptitude of work
culture becomes highly divided into proficient work culture and sufficient work culture. The
proficient work culture demands extensive modules of technology while the sufficient work culture
demands average range of products while suffices the needs of the person. Thus the control volume is
to be seen as the potential force into the pricing of commodities. The demarcation of technical fields
as analog processes and digital processes are to seen as one aptitude of working domains which
manifest their folds into efficient work culture with optimum efficiency. The compatibility of digital
domain with computers provides enhanced range of optimum working culture such that it in clauses
as proficient working aptitudes. Thus this example has set the limit on proficient working aptitudes
and sufficient working aptitudes.

The measure of pricing the commodities is to be seen into the control volume accommodating
the personal usage of the commodities. The analog processes although sufficient for working attires
yet they also can yield to improvement in their domain by technical means. So as long as the analog
processes provide service to the mankind they can be priced on the quality of service by the
provisions to its folds. When the clause of analog processes will lose fold in societies then adoption of
digital culture will shape the working aptitudes. The quality manifesting the digital processes will be
marked for the prices. The welfare state norm for pricing the commodity will always formalize as an
aptitude of work culture. The norm will shape according to the desires for utility and monetary
efficiency it will associate. The concrete basis of the norm for pricing is always a varying parameter
which will be dictated by the market forces when transition will manifest in steps to alternate work
culture only when the adaptability to new course is well understood and well defined in principality
with monetary gains.

Open forefronts of development in modern times are always defined in the form of technical
modules. These modules of technology try to optimize the performance of the people from the past
processes engrossed in the human mankind. The pricing of the commodities in modern times will thus
become feasible only when these modules will optimize on the efficiency of work culture such that
their adoption is a simple and applauding work clause. Thus pricing will shape gradually for the
processes of change as the adoption of modules become a more feasible chapter with complete

stability to the processes of development. The pricing will be determined initially on the grounds of
suitability of technical forefronts and next the certification by the people will see stability in the prices
of the modules. For pricing to be realized in complete picture we need to account for change in
immediate steps and account for service it will provide in immediate steps such that further chapters
of the technical fronts are seen in coordinating the work culture which will make for more utility of
the processes of development. The pricing will be affected by the ability to adopt quality terms for
development and extension of workouts which will become feasible to personal domain. The welfare
state norm for pricing will be that quality terms for development when initiated into the public should
be adopted in high profile such that we make for most of the wishes of the most of the populations in
quality terminology. The profile of pricing is explained as a need for extensive forefronts of
developmental chapters which will harness technology as a paradigm for betterment of the masses.
The nature of pricing in developing nations greatly varies from the western world such that quality
terms for development are dealt in extensive forefronts in the western world where in developing
nations the quality manifestations are a function of time which requires lot of efforts on the
developmental front.

The technical modules which dominate on the developmental front will shift the paradigms of
livings to modern methods for livings which as such mean a lot of shifts in the nature of livings of the
masses. The pricing now will be shaped by the quality which manifests the product and associates as
an advantageous prospect in the modern ways of living. The paradigm shifts in living will be focused
for poorer sections of the society where the poorer sections of the people will find solace in outdated
modes of living. The extensive modes of development are now leading to lot of extinction of products
from the mainstream which means the technical modules of change will now shape the prices of rest
of the commodities. The extensive modes of development are now to be seen as potential force such
that products which cannot manage on the quality terminology will follow the workouts of technical
domains to save the domain of their work culture. The product which can manage on the quality

ground for usage will definitely find working stage in the mainstream of livings with competitive
prices. Price is thus an uncertain domain such that it is effective only when the mode of production
find the attraction of the populations. Pricing is but a time limiting factor on the stability front.

There are always reasons for apprehensions as of if it is prudent to expedite the cause of
welfare state for pricing the commodities. The true picture as it unfolds is you cannot judge the
potential of people who can be in clause as abiding the welfare state norm. The leading task for
welfare state norm for pricing can be located in if it can be made virtuous by systemizing the
behaviors of the people. When the virtues in life are located on the same thresholds then it would be

prudent to expedite the cause of the welfare state amidst populations otherwise the reasons to protect
the economics should manifest in tranquilizing the economic front of the commodities by price
scaling. When virtues are located only on the technological front then you can expedite the cause of
welfare state in the public. For locating virtues on technological front the public should be virtuous
enough to guide the course of technological adoption as a culture.

The level of judgment in pricing the commodities should underlay in gross nature of
populations residing in the country. The natural attires of populations should exhibit the potential to
adopt modern ways of living such that we appreciate the norm of welfare state culture in true
potentiality. The purpose of modern ways is to be explored into optimum resource utilization which is
a norm of welfare state layouts. The measures such as these we need to understand the potential of the
populations to adopt the modern ways of livings and thus suitably design the course of pricing policy.
The designing of technical modules is always truly manifested to harness the potential of the
populations so as to be adoptable in the modes of production which clause as suitable course of
economic workouts for the benefits to entire populations. The proposition of stress on agriculture for
pricing does not stand when we talk of rigorous technical fronts of developmental layouts. The in
clause rules for pricing the modern technical workouts should always be kept away from
devolutionary prospects in pricing by agriculture and the terminology of pricing should always
manifest as an independent exercise away from devolutionary folds imposed by agriculture. The
agricultural populations as such cannot lay stress for technical domain without improving their
performance to adopt the modern ways of living. The proposition of pricing thus manifests itself by
relative in clause rules of status quo of products in the domain of developmental forefronts. By
making the process of pricing independent of norms of devolutions by agricultural populations as of
for benefit to the underprivileged we make way for those norms which can benefit the society in the
modes of work culture as of in the processes of adopting the welfare state nomenclature. This concrete
terminology of pricing will truly harness the potential of the people to suitably demarcate benefits to
all range of populations. The devolutionary perspectives are accounted for in the stability norm of the
social culture and does not lay safe pair of hands in the conduct of the work culture. Perpetual work
culture on lines of welfare state norm should be the true attire of the developmental nomenclature in
agricultural domain.

In the proposition of developmental forefronts it is always on thresholds to associate benefits
to the populations by technical progress. This proposition can be strengthen only by educated class of
people. The agricultural propositions are always devoid of progressive norms in their work culture.
When the proposition of progress can be truly identified with the agricultural populations then

we can say there are avenues of better prices for the agricultural populations. The manifestations of
developmental forefronts always demand educated people thus the welfare state norm can only be
strengthen when we make the entire process of living systematic to the understanding of the entire
populations as on welfare state nomenclature. The agricultural populations thus cannot be an agenda
for pricing but has to follow the norms of industrial workouts to bargain for in the developmental
forefronts of livings. For truly making the process of pricing as on welfare state norm we need to
understand the terminology of developmental forefronts in the domain of people as for the welfare of
the people.

The systematic processes of welfare state culture in modern world are welfare by in clause
grounds of paying taxes to the government for the benefits to the populations. The persons who do not
count on systematic processes of welfare should harness there potential to come out true on the
welfare state norms by interpreting the domain of work culture to their benefits such that they
associate welfare for all of the populations. The pricing norm on welfare state culture is the true
leading proposition for development and should be truly harnessed by all for concrete terms of
progress in the country.

